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Available on the course web site. A good paper.
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J. Johnson, Designing with the Mind in Mind: Simple Guide to 

Understanding User Interface Design Rules, 2000
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Katz-Hass 1998
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The garden path
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Bastardization of KATZ-HAAS, R., 1998. User-Centered Design and 

Web Development. Usability Interface
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Making decisions: people can make high-level decisions easily, does 

this mean that robots should make low-level ones?

Vigilance: People have a hard time maintaining interest for long periods 

of time. They miss things

Workload: Sensor and reasoning systems can be overwhelmed easily

Situational awareness: You and the robot may not be subject to all 

information

Errors: Shit happens.
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Name form the Greek myth of the impenetrable shield of Zeus. 

Pronounced “EE Jis”.

The $500 million Aegis radar and weapons control system was tested 

by setting it up near Exit 4 of the New Jersey Turnpike where it merely 

watched the local general aviation traffic. It's first "active" test involved 

the shooting down of 10 out of 11 drones, all on courses known in 

advance to the system operators.

Deployed on the Ticonderoga Class ships, the Aegis first saw combat in 

the Persian Gulf in 1988. On July 3rd the system locked onto Iran Air 

Flight 655--an Airbus 300, and mis-identified it as the much smaller F-

14. The Aegis also reported that the target was descending even 

though the airbus was, in fact, climbing, and erred on the altitude by 

4000 feet. The combination of all these errors convinced the Captain 

that his ship was under attack, and the Airbus was shot down.
The total cost for the AEGIS weapon system is US$42.7 billion. 

The Aegis System involves some 600 contractors.
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CIC: Combat Information Centre
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